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Tt 1s not impossible that inchll or Pearson wll attack the prog, ue

they would almost anything that Aramco aight do, but that this will increase

the audience which the company will then have an opportunity to speak to.

While conceding that & Bes commentary by Godwin may not tT out to be the

Host exciting redio progres on The sir, we feel mevertheloss hak tris cen

: Do8at lost a start and mignt provide a foundation for further activities

along this line.
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5. Ingdoi ©83 Where its business is chiefly done.
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Tomb — 1 uggoro? Aranco mist avoid being a spokesaan for any govern-
In ourdisonser maintain its true tor a etal enterprise.
follow yep yp on e Pointed out that this would be a valid rule to
Middle ogy y tFe Wore no special considerations with respect to the
8DOUt Prange ot) = that the same thing mould be true if we were talking

’ » The Netherlands, or any other country. --
+ Eve

a ting Possible must bo dons to avoid oven. the appeerenco of being
tion of 5 0 for anyone but the compeny itself. We said that the selec—
(whothap "UDC OF guests on the progras mho are considered pro-Arab
Eri od OF not they actually are) would seem to confirm in the public's

by 'e accusation which has been made against Aramco that it has ected

© © kind of government arm for some of the Arab countries.
5+ No action by Aramco (short of its going out of business) was liksly to

find favor with pro-Zionists — that the objective of the programmust %
be primarily to reach the broad numbers of the American public who are
neither pro-Israel mor pro-Arab, and who are not very well informed on
Middle Eastern affairs and their importance to the U.S. .

6. A suggestion has been made that an attempt be made to distinguish this
news commentary from the others on ths air by putting emphasis on the

constructive side of the news — particularly national and internetional. .
The point was that a number of commentators take a sort of voice-of-doom
approach and that hopeful elements in the problems of our time are often °
over-shadored by the more spectacular and, frightening elements, It has
been suggested thet the program might even be called "The Hope for
Peace," This association with Aramco would surely be a good one.
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